A large number of recorded videos cannot be viewed on mobile devices (e.g., PDAs or mobile phones) due to inappropriate screen resolutions or color depths of the displays. Recently, automatic transcoding algorithms have been introduced which facilitate the playback of previously recorded videos on new devices. One major challenge of transcoding is the preservation of the semantic content of the videos. Although much work was done on the adaptation of the image resolution, color adaptation of videos has not been addressed in detail before. In this paper, we present a novel color adaptation algorithm for videos which preserves the semantics. In our approach, the color depth of a video is adapted to facilitate the playback of videos on mobile devices which support only a limited number of different colors. We analyze our adaptation approach in the experimental results, visualize adapted keyframes and illustrate, that we obtain a better quality and are able to recognize much more details with our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Videos are no longer limited to television or personal computers due to the technological progress in the last years. Nowadays, many different devices support the playback of videos. A major challenge is the heterogeneity of mobile devices, especially the different devices classes (notebook, Handheld-PC, PDA, or mobile phone) with many different features. Major characteristics for the different device classes are the resolution and color depth of the display, the memory, the CPU, and the software to decode and visualize the video. A video is usually transferred in real-time to the mobile device. Therefore, the available network capacity is a potential bottleneck, too.
A significant reduction of the quality of the video is typical if it is played on a mobile device. Basic problems have to be solved before existing videos can be presented in an acceptable way. The specific features of a mobile device must be considered for the adaptation. A manual specification of adaptation parameters is unfeasible due to the large number of videos, device classes and combinations of hardware, software and network capacities. Therefore, an automatic video adaptation technique facilitates the playback of videos especially for mobile devices. An important goal is the preservation of the semantic information in the adapted videos. Essential parameters for the adaptation of videos are the bit rate, the color depth, the image resolution and the frame rate. In this paper, we focus on the adaptation of the color depth and do not consider the other parameters. A change of the color depth is not trivial if we want to preserve the visual content in the adapted video.
In this paper, we present a new approach to adapt the color resolution of videos for mobile devices. The following section gives an extensive overview of previous work in the context of video adaptation. Section 3 illustrates our new approach for the adaptation of the color depth. The luminance distribution is analyzed for each shot to adapt videos for grayscale displays, and edge information is combined with textures to support binary (black-and-white) displays which are still quite common for mobile devices, especially mobile phones. In Section 3.4, we present experimental results and conclude the paper in Section 4.
ADAPTATION OF VIDEOS
Approaches for the adaptation of videos can be classified according to Figure 1 .
1 A typical classification scheme distinguishes between server-, 2-4 proxy- 5, 6 or client-based 7 adaptations. A bottleneck in the server-based approach is the CPU, especially if many clients connect to the server simultaneously. On the other hand, the client-based approach is unsuitable for videos due to the large amount of data which must all be sent to the client for adaptation.
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Figure 1. Classification of video adaptation approaches
Technical features of a mobile device define the specific parameters for the video adaptation.
9 Another classification criterion is the type of adaptation. If the complexity of the algorithms is not too high an adapted videos is computed in real-time (dynamic adaptation). Otherwise, different adapted static versions of a video are calculated offline and stored on the server for later usage without any further processing.
Scaling is supported in several video standards (e.g., MPEG-2), where different quality levels are stored in one video stream. The base layer uses a minimum amount of network and CPU resources. Additional enhancement layers improve the quality of the videos step-by-step.
A transcoding algorithm modifies the format-specific parameters of a video, for example, the color depth, resolution, frame rate, or bit rate. Semantic transcoding considers the visual content of the video and tries to preserve the semantic content in the adapted video.
10
Our adaptation approach is server-based and considers the color depth of mobile devices. A dynamic (realtime) adaptation algorithm is used. Our algorithms focus on semantic transcoding to preserve the visual content of videos.
Adaptation and standardization
The semantic description of the content of videos is part of the MPEG-7 and MPEG-21 standards, 11, 12 and metadata is specified for the personalization and the adaptation of videos.
13, 14 MPEG-7 encompasses a description language for easy exchange of multimedia documents. Additionally, the network-based access to multimedia documents from arbitrary devices is supported (universal multimedia access). 3, 15, 16 Rules to transcode videos, a user history and individual user preferences (user preference description) can be stored and used for the automatic adaptation.
Additional metadata is integrated into the MPEG-21 standard. A description of the user's device (usage environment description) is available to characterize the display, the hardware and the configuration of a mobile device.
17 Additional techniques like the modeling of user queries and user preferences are part of MPEG-21. Individual adaptation algorithms can be defined in MPEG-21 for digital elements (digital item adaptation). 
Video adaptation algorithms
Many adaptation algorithms in the context of image and audio adaptation are also suitable for videos. The goal of image adaptation is the adjustment of image parameters to the physical features of the display, especially the color depth and resolution. 19, 20 Relevant semantic content is lost by decreasing the color depth. This problem is amplified for black-and-white displays. 21 An interesting approach is to identify relevant objects (attention objects), which should be recognizable in the adapted image.
22-25 Important objects combined with an analysis of the color distribution, the contrast and the orientation of edges 26 are suitable to define regions of interest.
27, 28
Two different approaches are considered to adapt audio signals. The first one changes the format-specific parameters of the audio signal, e.g., the coded frequencies or the audio quality. On the other hand, the audio signal can be transformed into another kind of representation. Speech recognition is especially relevant in this context and was frequently used to analyze videos, for instance to index newsreels.
29, 30
Many efficient transcoding algorithms were developed for the adaptation of videos. 31 Missing software decoders or insufficient hardware support on mobile devices necessitate a change of the video codec. [32] [33] [34] [35] The transcoding of videos should keep the computational effort as low as possible and reuse data from complex calculations like motion vectors. 36 Most systems propose efficient algorithms to transcode videos but do not consider the semantic content of the videos. [37] [38] [39] Other approaches identify the semantic content in videos and emphasize important details in the adapted video. [39] [40] [41] Objects and special events indicate regions of interest.
42-45
The network capacity is not always sufficient to transmit a video to a mobile device. In this case, a different kind of presentation should be used. For instance, a video could be presented as a slide show which visualizes selected key frames and combines them with the audio track. 46 A second challenge is the unreliability of wireless networks, especially if the user is on the move (e.g., in cars or trains). One solution to this problem could be to send the video to the receiver in advance. This leads to the next challenge: handling the limited storage capacities of mobile devices. A video summary that preserves the essential content of the much longer video is a suitable solution.
47-49
Although much work was done on the adaptation of videos most approaches focus on efficient algorithms for transcoding. Many publications do not consider the essential problem to preserve the semantic content. Additionally, only a very limited amount of work was done on the video adaptation of the color depth.
ADAPTATION OF THE COLOR DEPTH
When reducing the color depth of a grayscale image large regions with identical colors appear, and it becomes much more difficult to recognize the visual content. A major challenge is the adaptation of videos for monochrome displays where all pixels are represented with two different luminance values. In this section, we present an adaptation algorithm to generate videos with a limited number of different grayscale values first, and focus on the adaptation of videos for binary displays in a second step.
Adaptation for grayscale displays
The conversion from color to grayscale is done without any computational effort because most video compression standards store luminance and color values separately. However, details are lost when the number of different luminance values is reduced. The histograms of most images illustrate that the distribution among the luminance values is not uniform and that a large percentage of the pixels is located within small intervals. A linear transformation of luminance values, which uses equal-sized intervals for the mapping, generates large monochrome regions in images. The full contrast of the display is not used, and many details are lost.
We now present a new approach to reduce the color depth from 256 to N C different luminance values. We present some examples based on grayscale images with N C = 8 different luminance values. The linear transformation uses equal-sized intervals with a size of 256 NC . All luminance values within an interval are mapped to the same value:
All pixels in the source image with the luminance i are transformed to the new value L lin (i). significantly improves the quality of the adapted image. Cumulated histograms H kum (i) are used to define the non-linear transformation of the luminance values:
The width S X and height S Y of the image normalize the cumulated histogram. The transformation of the luminance i to the new value L var (i) depends on the distribution of the values of the histogram. Figure 2 (d) illustrates that much more details are discernible if a variable interval size is applied.
A major disadvantage of the nonlinear adaptation is the change of the average luminance in very dark or very bright images. The parameter α ∈ [0, 1] is used to combine the linear and non-linear adaptation and to limit the change of the average luminance of an image:
Adaptation for videos
In the previous section, we focused on the adaptation of images. We consider an extension for the adaptation of videos in the next step. It is important, that the parameters and the transformation is unchanged within a camera shot. Otherwise, even without camera or object motion many changes of pixels at the same image position would occur. This is the case, e.g., if the average luminance value changes within a shot. This effect is very strong in case of fades and the nonlinear transformation leads to very noisy images, although this effect can be reduced by the parameter α of Equation 3. To gain better results, we analyze the cumulated histograms for each frame and calculate one aggregated cumulated histogram for all frames of a shot. The histogram describes the distribution of the luminance values of one shot; and suitable parameters L var (i) can be derived for this shot. We do not consider very dark or bright frames (e.g., fades or flashlights) to avoid significant modifications of the cumulated histograms.
Adaptation for binary displays
The adaptation for binary displays is considered in a second step. The visualization of an image with a limited number of colors or luminance values is a well-known problem of printing. The technique is known in offset printing, where the printer supports few colors only (no half-tones). The image is rastered and fine dots are printed next or on top of each other. An image color is mapped based on a color palette. In case of binary images, the naive approach is to define a threshold and compare each pixel with this threshold. Two different thresholds are applied in the examples of Figure 3 (a) and (b). Much information is lost in both images and the naive approach does not work very well.
The human eye combines and merges the luminance values of adjacent pixels, so that a much better approach to visualize an image is possible. In 1975, Floyd and Steinberg published an algorithm which reduces the visible error significantly. 50 The image is transformed pixel by pixel: Starting with the upper left corner, the pixel is transformed to the most similar color or luminance value. The error caused by the new pixel value is shifted to adjacent pixels (error diffusion). Errors are shifted to the right pixel and to pixels in the following line. Figure  3 (c) visualizes, that the quality of the adapted image based on the Floyd/Steinberg algorithm is much better.
Although Floyd/Steinberg works very well for images, the idea of error diffusion is not applicable for video sequences. The diffusion of the error to adjacent pixels creates a large amount of noise in videos and many pixels change their value from frame to frame. Therefore, the quality is very low if videos are adapted with the Floyd/Steinberg algorithm.
An alternative and more stable visualization of binary images uses edges. The edge image in Figure 3 (d) depicts many details but the objects and coherent regions in the image cannot be recognized very well.
More details are visible if binary textures are used to overlay the image. In the following example 16 textures I t (x, y) are defined to substitute the pixel of the grayscale image:
The values T B and T W define the ratio of black and white pixels of the texture. The value of T B is significantly larger than T E first and the ratio is shifted to bright pixels more and more. The values T B and T W are manually selected, so that the textures which represent similar luminance values are easily distinguishable. Coherent regions are recognized much easier. Before we can apply these textures, a grayscale image with N C = 16 different luminance values is constructed with cumulated histograms, and each value is substituted with pixels from the corresponding texture. In case of videos, the adaptation is based on the cumulated histograms of the shots. Nevertheless, the differences between two adjacent regions are quite low in some cases. This leads to good results for gradual transitions (e.g., the sky in Figure 3 (e)) but strong edges of the image are lost. Hence, significant edge pixels are emphasized by combining the edge image with the texture image (see Figure 3 (f) ). Most details are visible in comparison to the other binary images. 
Experimental Results
We present some adapted binary images from video sequences in the experimental results. Sample videos and a video demo are available on the Web. 51, 52 Figure 4 depicts keyframes from two videos which are transformed into the binary format. The adaptation is visualized for the naive approach with a fixed threshold in Figure 4 (b) and our new method in (c). An optimal threshold for each video was selected manually for the naive approach. Nevertheless, large parts of the images do not depict any relevant information. A decrease of the image quality is expected if the threshold is calculated automatically.
The adapted images based on our new algorithm are presented in Figure 4 (c). The overlay of binary textures combined with the edge image visualizes much more details. The adaptation uses intervals of variable size derived from calculated histograms based on shots. Therefore, a manual definition of the thresholds is not required.
A second example visualizes keyframes of a second adapted video. 
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We presented a novel algorithm for the adaptation of the color depth of videos. In case of grayscale images, we used cumulated histograms to define a suitable mapping of the color values and extended this approach by aggregating the luminance values for each shot. The overlay of textures in combination with strong edges works very well for the adaptation into binary images.
The color adaptation of videos is a first step to automatically create adapted videos which can be visualized on mobile devices, especially mobile phones. The adaptation of other parameters of videos is very important, too, like the modification of the image resolution. We are currently working on the combination of different adaptation approaches. The long-term goal is to provide tools for the automatic adaptation of videos, so that recorded videos can be presented in high quality on heterogeneous devices.
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